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PowerPoint - Hiding Slides

I don’t know about you, but many times when I am creating a presentation in Powerpoint I create
one or two slides that I don’t want to show but need to keep them for references in the slide set. You
could move them to the back of the slide set, but what if someone asks you a question in the midst
of the presentation and the information is on the slide you moved to the back – now you have to go
find it.

Instead you can use Hide Slide in PowerPoint to prevent this challenge.

From the menu ribbon, choose the Slide Show tab and you will see the Hide Slide button. Now,
click on the slide you want to hide and hit the Hide Slide button or in the Slide pane, right click on
the slide to hide and choose Hide Slide. In the Slide pane you will see the slide number is crossed
off (indicating that it is hidden).

When you hide a slide, it doesn’t appear when you run the presentation, but is viewable in edit
mode. A slide can by switched to hidden (or unhidden) on an individual basis.

To view a slide that you previously hid, right-click the slide that you want to show, and then click
Hide Slide or use the Hide Slide button.

Try this option out for yourself and if you need help working with an MS office project contact me
at info@aapk.com I have years of experience and can help you.

 

Cleaning Your Email Box

Do you need a fast and simple way to clean out your email inbox? Then read on for an easy way to
sort and clean out what you don’t want and keep those emails you need.

No matter what email program you are using these instructions will apply. Open your email
program and click on the heading area labeled From. This will sort/alphabetize your list based on
the sender’s name or email address, putting all the same email addresses together.
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Now just go through the list and highlight groupings of email addresses you want to get rid of and
hit delete.

When you are done just hit the Received header to sort your emails back into date order. You could
also sort on Subject or Size if you want – just click the Subject or Size header.

This is something you might want to do about once a month to keep your email box from getting
overstuffed.

If you need help with managing emails or the web contact me at info@aapk.com, I have been
helping others to get comfortable with social media for years.

 

You Have To Laugh

Duck whisperer? - http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=QSZmV_3Lm_A
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